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In these days of ever-increasing cyber-attacks, organizations have to move

beyond preventative actions towards detection and response. This no longer

applies to the network and operating system level only, but involves business

systems such as SAP S/4HANA. Identifying, analyzing, and responding to

threats that occur within the application layer is a must for protecting the core

business systems.
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1 Introduction

Over the past few years, both the types of attackers and the types of attacks have changed. Many

cyberattacks today are performed by organized crime and state actors, performing targeted, long-running

attacks. Critical business systems, line-of-production systems, and in particular sensitive information such

as intellectual properties, e.g. in the context of industrial espionage, is at the center of attention today.

Detecting and managing attacks on IT systems is becoming a serious problem. Cybercriminals are using

increasingly sophisticated techniques to infiltrate organizational IT systems to commit crimes including data

theft, denial of service and blackmail.

Organizations need platforms that are capable of running complex analytics in real-time, based on current

and historical data. Such solutions must be capable of identifying complex, long-running attack patterns and

anomalies, the latter being indicators for both new types of attacks and fraudulent activities. Modern

platforms in the areas of SIEM (Security Information and Event Monitoring) and SOAR (Security

Orchestration, Automation, and Response), altogether with a range of targeted solutions, provides these

capabilities, enabling organizations to identify threats in real-time, powered by advanced data and analysis

platforms.

As of today, traditional perimeter security devices like firewalls, IDS (Intrusion Detections Systems) and IPS

(Intrusion Prevention Systems) are widely deployed. These tools are effective at removing certain kinds of

weaknesses. They also generate alerts when suspicious events occur, however the volume of events is

such that it is almost impossible to investigate each in real-time. While these devices remain an essential

part of the defence, for the agile connected business they are not able to detect a range of threats including

the use of compromised credentials and zero-day attacks.

We observe a rapidly emerging market for solutions that help in addressing these challenges, centred

around terms such as SIEM and SOAR, and many of these increasingly making use of advanced analytics,

partially powered by technologies that are positioned as AI (Artificial Intelligence) and ML (Machine

Learning). These tools are intended to detect threats in time to enable action to be taken before damage is

done. They use techniques taken from big data and business intelligence to integrate the massive amount

of data generated from multiple sources and reduce it a small number of alarms where there is a high

confidence that there is a real threat.  

From a business perspective and with respect to the specific requirements in protecting core business

systems, there are two major evolutions we have observed over the past year. One is the well-established

perspective that organizations must look for comprehensive approaches that cover the entire cycle from

identifying attacks to protecting against these, detecting attacks, responding to them, and enabling a rapid

recovery from such attacks. This goes well beyond the traditional focus on protection.

The other evolution is the extension in focus, beyond network security. Comprehensive approaches must
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cover all levels of security, including application and data. This requires tools that can integrate deeply with

the applications that must be protected, such as business applications. Cybersecurity also must align with

the compliance tooling. While compliance is about formally meeting requirements, cybersecurity is about

taking the right actions. However, taking certain cybersecurity measures is part of compliance, and failing in

cybersecurity frequently also is perceived as non-compliance.SAP Enterprise Threat Detection (ETD) is a

SAP security offering that can be considered being a part of the SIEM market segment, however being

targeted at the application layer, and tailored to the needs of securing SAP infrastructures. Thus, it is more

complementary to other solutions. SAP ETD supports key capabilities of identifying attacks based on pre-

defined attack detection patterns. It also supports both real-time analytics and forensic activities such as

threat hunting. A particular strength is the deep integration into SAP business systems, allowing customers

to specifically identify attacks and fraud targeted at these systems with their critical role in many of today’s

organizations.
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2 Product Description

To understand the concept, focus, and role of SAP ETD in overall security architectures, it is best to start

with the overall approach SAP takes regarding cybersecurity and compliance. SAP has a significant number

of applications and services in place that cover all phases of the cybersecurity protection from identification

of cybersecurity risks and potential attacks to recovery. SAP provides both services and tools, the latter

being partially standard tools such as SAP EarlyWatch Alert, and partially specialized solutions such as SAP

Focused Run (Operational Management of SAP environments), SAP CVA (Code Vulnerability Assessment),

the IAM (Identity and Access Management) solutions from SAP, and last not least SAP Enterprise Threat

Detection. The latter is the main tool for the detect and respond phases, complemented here by four

additional SAP compliance solutions:

SAP UI Data Protection Logging

SAP UI Data Protection Masking

SAP Business Integrity Screening

SAP Data Custodian

In contrast to these other solutions, SAP ETD takes a way more technical angle, looking at specific security

events that occur on SAP platforms such as S/4HANA. It is part of the overall SAP solutions for

cybersecurity, which include cybersecurity tools, IAM, and GRC (Governance, Risk Management, and

Compliance).

SAP ETD focuses on the application layer, in that case the SAP HANA Database and the SAP application

on top of these. As mentioned ahead, business systems are a common target of professional attackers that

either want to steal sensitive data, or intend to disrupt business operations. SAP ETD identifies suspicious

behavior in such systems by understanding the semantics of events coming from within the SAP application

layer.

Basically, SAP ETD has two particular strengths that make it a strong complement to other cybersecurity

solutions such as SIEM solutions:

Customers are not penalized by licensing models that scale with the amount of data processed.

License cost is based on monitored users instead, and thus fully predictable.

SAP ETD is built to understand the specific semantics of SAP events, while this otherwise commonly

requires massive configuration effort e.g. in SIEM systems. It thus bridges the gap between SAP

security and IT infrastructure security, and processes the huge amount of log data coming from SAP
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applications close to real-time.

Based on the analytical capabilities of the SAP HANA platform, SAP ETD supports a variety of analytical

capabilities, including trending, anomaly detection based on machine learning, and the capability of deriving

patterns. It also has strong monitoring capabilities and delivers insight into the event history, the latter being

of particular importance for forensic analytics and threat hunting.

SAP also has formed an already strong and growing partner network around SAP ETD, which in particular

involves SIEM vendors such as IBM QRadar, HP Arcsight, or Splunk, but also partners that support SAP

customers in adding attack detection patterns and analyzing events. Splunk also acts as a reseller of SAP

ETD. Partnerships with SIEM vendors allow for building integrated solutions, where the systems exchange

relevant information, and SIEM focuses on the layers not covered by ETD (network, operating system, other

vendor’s databases), while SAP ETD delivers on the SAP-specific layers of HANA Database and SAP

applications.

The architecture of SAP ETD is based on two major underlying components. One is a log pre-processor that

is used for normalizing and enriching log data and for pseudo-anonymizing user identities. It can collect log

data and contextual information from a variety of sources, including SAP NetWeaver Java, SAP NetWeaver

ABAP, SAP HANA, and non-SAP systems including a number of standard integrations to SIEM solutions. It

also features a capability to learn new types of logs in a semi-automated way and map them into the SAP

ETD terminology. The other component is SAP HANA, in which the analytics takes place with high

performance and scalability.

Based on these components, SAP ETD provides a variety of dashboards and analytical interfaces. The

product comes with standard attack detection patterns for a number of scenarios, allowing customers to

quick-start their use of the solution. Furthermore, SAP is consistently adding new attack detection patterns

on a bimonthly basis. Together with the ability of SAP ETD to create new patterns based on event analysis,

this moves SAP ETD to the state of a solution, in contrast to toolsets that are common for the traditional

SIEM market. As of now, patterns are delivered at the aforementioned bimonthly basis, based on new SAP

security patches, SAP research, and customer feedback. 

Interfaces to other systems can be based on various methods, including LEEF and JSON, the latter being

used by partners for integration e.g. with SIEM tools. Furthermore, specialized detectors are supported.

Notifications about events as of now are provided either as email or via LEEF and JSON, the latter enabling

easy integration with virtually all relevant target systems following today’s de-facto standard for API-based

integrations.

Another capability is archiving, where SAP ETD supports both the archiving of the original data set and the

normalized data. Normalized data in the terminology of SAP ETD stands for data that has been already

processed by the pre-processor, i.e. the same data that is sent to the SAP HANA analytics engine. Based

on archived data, both forensics and further analysis, e.g. for long-running (persistent) events, can be done.

It also can be correlated to a list of actions that have been executed using a single account, supporting in

threat hunting. Furthermore, that data is useful for auditors, because SAP log data is made readable to

humans. 
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SAP ETD builds on the SAP Fiori UX design, providing a range of tiles to start with. Below the tile-based

entry, SAP ETD convinces with strong analytical and graphical capabilities, resulting in a variety of diagram

types depicting the current state and allowing for efficient analysis. Graphical representations include bubble

diagrams for fast event filtering, trending information (e.g. for anomaly detection), alerts on maps, and many

more.

Aside from the graphical representations, there are also table views available for the more technical view

and drill-down on incidents.

As mentioned above, SAP ETD comes preconfigured for a variety of attack detection patterns, in particular

for SAP-related incidents. SAP ETD already is widely used amongst SAP customers, having established

itself as the tool of choice in that area.

From the analytical perspective, SAP ETD already delivers strong capabilities. It can work based on existing

patterns, but also derive patterns from analysis. Customers can easily create new patterns in the ETD

forensic labs. Anomaly detection also is supported. SAP is continuously adding new capabilities and

extending the support for analysis.
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3 Strengths and Challenges

SAP provides a solution that delivers on what we expect to see in the market of advanced solutions for

attack detection and response, as part of the SIEM and emerging SOAR marke: strong analytical

capabilities; integration into SIEM systems; updated attack detection patterns; managed service support

(through a broad range of partners on global scale); and support for a variety of use cases and attack

patterns.

SAP has a clear focus on the SAP environments themselves, but provides good integrations to the leading

SIEM solutions in the market. SAP positions itself clearly as a focused solution for the SAP environment,

complementing other SIEM solutions, even while imports of other events are supported. However, common

deployments are side-by-side to other solutions covering the network, system, and (non-SAP) database

layer.

The product is backed by SAP HANA, delivering strong analytical capabilities and in particular excellent

graphical representations. Together with the standard attack patterns, this allows customers to quick-start

their use of the solution.

SAP ETD is a mature solution in that area with a very significant number of customers. Furthermore, SAP

has a well thought-out roadmap and is delivering consequently on that roadmap. SAP also has already

formed a number of partnerships with both SIEM vendors and Managed Service Providers (MSPs). Overall,

SAP Enterprise Threat Detection is a strong option for SAP customers that want to strengthen their security

approaches by in-depth coverage of application-specific security controls.

As of March 2021 SAP, will deliver a Cloud Edition for SAP Enterprise Threat Detection deployed on the

SAP Cloud Platform. From then on, the customers will have the choice to deploy the SAP ETD on premise

version or use the new SAP Enterprise Threat Detection Cloud Edition together with a managed service

delivered by SAP within the SAP Cloud Platform. This new offer will help SAP customers to run ETD without

caring for configuration and maintenance of such an environment themselves, reducing the need for security

expertise.  
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Strengths

Excellent analytical capabilities and graphical representation

Regularly updated attack detection patterns

Focused on SAP systems and their specifics, with integration capabilities into SIEM solutions

Understands semantics of SAP-related events

Fair licensing model, based on monitored users, not log volume

Well thought-out roadmap and consequent execution on roadmap

Available as on-premises and SaaS solutions, managed services support through partners

Highly customizable and adaptable to continuously changing and agile security demands

Available as of March 2021 SAP Enterprise Threat Detection Cloud Edition deployed on SCP plus

managed service by SAP

Challenges

While providing strong out-of-the-box capabilities, enhancing with other log types requires good

expertise and may require professional services, which is a common requirement for advanced security

tools

Standard user interface might become somewhat confusing if number of (rather similar looking) tiles is

high
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4 Related Research

Leadership Compass: Access Control Tools for SAP Environments - 80104
Market Compass: IT GRC Tools - 71165
Executive View: SAP Cloud Identity Access Governance – 80418
Executive View: SAP HANA Platform Security - 70272
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KuppingerCole Analysts support IT professionals with outstanding expertise in defining IT strategies and

in relevant decision-making processes. As a leading analyst ompany, KuppingerCole provides first-hand

vendor-neutral information. Our services allow you to feel comfortable and secure in taking decisions

essential to your business. 

KuppingerCole, founded back in 2004, is a global, independent analyst organization headquartered in

Europe. We specialize in providing vendor-neutral advice, expertise, thought leadership, and practical

relevance in Cybersecurity, Digital Identity & IAM (Identity and Access Management), Cloud Risk and

Security, and Artificial Intelligence, as well as for all technologies fostering Digital Transformation. We

support companies, corporate users, integrators and software manufacturers in meeting both tactical and

strategic challenges and make better decisions for the success of their business. Maintaining a balance

between immediate implementation and long-term viability is at the heart of our philosophy.

For further information, please contact clients@kuppingercole.com.
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